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Rehearsals at 7 p.m.:

No more rehearsals in December
January 5, 12, 19, 26
Terrace Palms Community Church
9620 Davis Road, Tampa

Click for Directions
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HoH CALENDAR OF EVENTS
2014-2015
DECEMBER
Merry Christmas & Happy New Year!
No more Heralds events for 2014
January 6 - 11, 2015

JANUARY
5

Rehearsal

8

Board Meeting

11

Installation Banquet

12

Rehearsal

19

Rehearsal/Guest Night

26

Rehearsal

FEBRUARY
2

Rehearsal

9

Rehearsal

12

Board Meeting

13-14 Singing Valentines
16

Rehearsal

21

Performance at First United Methodist Church

23

Rehearsal

International Convention
June 28, 2015 - July 5, 2015
Call for more information • 800-595-4849

And Beyond...
April 10-12, 2015

2015
Mar 24

Citrus Hills Golf & Country Club/Hernando Cty

Apr 10-12

Spring Convention/Orlando

May 9

Annual Shows at USF

May 10

Palladium Performance/St. Petersburg

May 19

Guest Night

May 29

Tampa/HoH 70th Birthday Party

Jun 28-Jul 5 International Convention/Pittsburgh
Sept 19

Barbershop Spectacular at The Villages

Oct 9

Fall Convention/Orlando

2015
Spring
Convention

See you there!

ORLANDO AIRPORT MARRIOTT
Need info? Visit...
http://sunshinedistrict.org/events/conventions/
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INSTALLATION OF OFFICERS BANQUET
SUNDAY, JANUARY 11, 2015
Bascom’s

December 2014

Cash bar & hors d’oeuvres 6 to 6:45 p.m. Dinner 6:45 p.m.
$30.00 per person
you cannot pay at the door !
Payment due by January 5th
(please do not wait that long).
Mail checks payable to Heralds of Harmony to:
Al Kelly, 9801 Creek Cross St., Tampa FL 33647.

And invite others to join us too!
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A Christmas Celebration
at USF

Soloist Tiffany Coburn

A colorful first half! The Heralds of Harmony chorus directed by Tony De Rosa

Soloist Chris Kline

The Heralds of Harmony sing Silent Night during the second half of the show.
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The Liberty Voices

Photos courtesy of Roxanne Clapp

Narrator for the second half, Kevin
Miles
Joseph and Tony De Rosa.
Brad Grabill, first half emcee

Photos courtesy of Melissa Moore.

Photos courtesy of Melissa Moore, set up by Steve Cragg
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Overheard from a first-time patron:

“...We LOVED it.

“It’s just fabulous, I’m going to come back next year!”
“I had sworn off Christmas this year but
this got me back in the spirit. I’m going
home and putting up my tree now!
Thank you so much.”

Both Sue and Trish Landers
cried during the second half.
This really jump-started our
Christmas. It was fabulous and
we’d like to make it an annual
tradition. Thank you so much
for inviting us; we thoroughly
enjoyed it and it was a feast
for the eyes to watch. You
said it would be good; it even
exceeded our expectations.”

I’ve been in Barbershop for 40 years and
have never seen, much less performed
in, a more professional show. And
that included numerous shows with
Northbrook’s New Tradition.
This was my first Herald’s show. WHAT A
START!!
It was a magical day. —Marty Jahnel

Two people who came to our show this year
had never been exposed to barbershop
at all. They are regular customers where
Shannon works and she convinced them to
come and see us. All they had to say was
WOW. Completely blown away by the level
of performance and caliber of our sound
musically. They said they had gone to see a
Broadway of dirty dancing a couple weeks
ago. Our music, quality, and performance
put the Broadway show to utter
shame! They will return in May to continue
to see us.
This is proof guys! When we want to use
the teaching Tony graciously gives us each
week. The tools Drew, Ralph, and 3G have
given us. We apply them and we change
lives, make amazing impressions, and share
our love for this amazing hobby. I for one
even though could barely make a sound
was proud to be there with all of you.
“One of my guests has never heard barbershop before. She
Bring on 2015!
was simply blown away and you could see it in her eyes. She
Matt C.
told me we should be proud of what we do and had to tell all
how good are we. I know she will share it with all her friends.
She was so grateful her friend brought her to
“Cannot express how much we enjoyed last night's program.”
“the best kept secret in town”!
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Heralds and Big O together in Jacksonville at the Florida Theater.
The chorus warms up for the Big O Show!

Vocal Spectrum, with Joseph and Tony De Rosa, singing "Rudolph The Red Nosed Reindeer."

Look! There's Santa!

Photos courtesy of Roxanne Clapp

Another beautiful Christmas wrap up. Great work everyone!
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You’re Famous!
by Roxanne Clapp

December 2014

On December 9, the Heralds
appeared on Fox 13 WTVT Good
Day Tampa Bay 9 a.m. segment.

The week before the USF Christmas shows, 970 WFLA talk radio had a guest on the air who was talking
about all of the upcoming Christmas shows in the area. She mentioned the Heralds of Harmony show
at USF! According to Steve Cragg, this caused the two talk show hosts, Jack and Ted to go into a banter
about how wonderful the chorus is and how great you perform!

HOH at Fox 13 studio. Thanks Tony for taking the picture !

Can’t get enough Heralds of Harmony? On Christmas
Day, a special Christmas present, Fox 13 will air some
taped segments from the Heralds.
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Christmas Show,
Ticket Report
by Roxanne Clapp, Editor and Ticket Angel

$23,200 Collected
3PM - SOLD OUT
Preferred and General Seating
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Sweet.
There has been a LOT of cake and cookies floating around at
rehearsals lately and Tony’s birthday was no exception! So sorry you
had to work on your birthday Tony, but we are happy you did so we
could have CAKE! Thank you to the Cragg family for arranging for the
delicious birthday cake.
~Rox

7PM - 81 tickets unsold,
Sold out Preferred Seating

Many thanks to
all our advertisers in the
Christmas Celebration ‘14
Program!
click to see them all
and the program too!
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PITTSBURGH BOUND!
IMPORTANT DATES
EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION DEADLINE
January 12
( if you want to sit with the Tampa Group)
Earlier Submissions Are Greatly Appreciated! NO EXTENSIONS
Remember that all competitors MUST have a full convention registration
and this ticket will serve as your entry pass as well as your ticket for ALL
competition sessions.
We have an absolute deadline of 1-15-15 to get these to the Society in order
to get our group reservations at the discounted rate of $229. After that date,
it’s still possible to order tickets individually, but the price goes up by $50,
per ticket.
You have three options in returning the form to me. Fill inthe form, very
carefully. (Make a copy for your records.) Then do ONE of the following:
•

Hand the form to me at rehearsal on January 5, or January 12, along
with full payment (cash, check or credit card.) All monies in cash or
check will be immediately deposited into the Heralds bank account.

•

If you are using a credit card, you may scan the form, attach it to an
email, and send it to my personal email address: ccnandlfn@gmail.com.
(I really like this method!!)

•

You may mail it to me, allowing plenty of time for mail delivery by the
12th, to my personal address (shown below):

Be sure to include payment for the full cost of your tickets PLUS $1.50
per ticket feel for handling and mailing.
You can also return your Housing Form to me now or wait until later. We
have plenty of time for housing, but not for Convention Registration.
If you have any questions, or need forms, please contact
Charlie Nelson: 813-205-3416 or ccnandlfn@gmail.com

___________________________________________________
We are planning several joint rehearsals between the Heralds and Big
Orange at a location to be determined. Please hold these dates and look for
additional details as we get closer.
Saturday, March 14 - 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 28 - 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
April 10-11 (SUN Spring Convention weekend)

NEW BARBERSHOPPERS
LOOK FOR YOUR
REGISTRATION
VOUCHER
If you are a new member to
Barbershopping, and registered with
the society for the first time within the
last year, I’ve been told that your new
member packet that you received from
the Society has a VOUCHER for a free
International Convention Registration. If
you can lay your hands on that voucher
(check your packet that you received from
the Barbershop Harmony Society when
you joined) you can use that to pay for
your convention registration.
If you can find that voucher, just attach
the voucher to your form that you submit
back to me, and that will suffice for your
payment for registration.
					 —
Charlie Nelson

May 9-10 (Heralds Annual Show weekend)
Saturday, June 6 - 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Saturday, June 27 - 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
June 28 - July (Pittsburgh International Convention-Chorus Contest is July 3)
			

JULY 2015

—Charlie Nelson
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CHAPTER QUARTETS
Songdaddy

Contact: http://songdaddy.weebly.com
Tenor: Russ Powell
Lead: Steve Cragg
Bass: Brian “Hutch” Hutchison
Baritone: Marty Port

SongDaddy, the hilariously
funny HOH chapter quartet had
a very busy December!

The Flexible Four
Contact: Steve Matheson
(813) 963-3517 (H)
(813) 254-9115 (W)
http://flexiblefour.com

Back Street 4

Contact: Tony De Rosa • advocals@me.com
Tony De Rosa
Joseph De Rosa
Aaron Stratton
Brock Stratton

Main Street

Contact:
http://www.mainstreetqt.com/
Mike McGee
Myron Whittlesey
Tony De Rosa
Roger Ross

Seasoned Citizens
Dan Proctor – Bass
Jeff Packer – Baritone
Jerry Anton – Tenor
Chris Hurst – Lead ( Daytona
Beach Chapter).

Affiliate Quartets

(at least one HoH Member
among them)

Fuse

We had the distinct honor of
singing gigs throughout the
month at the Busch Gardens
“Christmastown” event, the
University of Tampa Victorian
Christmas Stroll, and the
John Knox Village retirement
community! A great time
was had by all, and no official
trespass warnings were
filed as far as we know...

Woot!
Seasoned Citizens
received a wild card
invitation for the Mid
Winter Senior International in New Orleans in
January! They will be
singing 20th.

Contact: Frank Ierna • 727-644-1158
Tenor: Frank Ierna
Lead: Dean Davis
Baritone: Nick Collins
Bass: Chuck Steiner, III

SongDaddy wishes
you the Merriest
of Christmases,
and a very Happy
“Chinese 7th”
New Year! We
count ourselves
blessed to be a
part of the HOH
family, and look forward to great times to come!

Regards,
Marty, Russ, Hutch and Steve

Want your Chapter quartet
listed here? I do!
Contact me, the Editor, Roxanne Clapp, at
Rox@rox-c.com with your details.
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From the President
by Dave Roberts, Tenor

As I write this, it is the
day after our Christmas
shows and I can’t think
of a more fitting climax
to a great year for the
Heralds. To say that these
shows were a tremendous
success even seems like
an understatement. Many
Photo Credit: John Santamaria
thanks to you, our great
singers, which include our Jacksonville friends, to Tony
for delivering once again an outstanding show, to
Chuck Steiner our Show Chairman and all of his support
staff, and to all of our volunteers who gave of their time,
the Heralds are in your debt.

December 2014

Now That’s
Something
to Sing
About
The grant funds from Arts Council of Hillsborough
County came in this month! All $8,008. Sweet!

We are truly blessed for our 2014 accomplishments:
• Our successful Valentine’s Day Campaign
(double the revenue of last year)
• Our District Championship
• Our successful Annual shows
• Our win to represent the District at International
Convention in Pittsburgh, 2015 (84.6)
• Our outstanding Christmas shows
• Our phenomenal growth of 31% in active
members; and
• Our successful and positive financial close of the
budget.
We thank our families for their support and
understanding that permits us to be a Herald. Without
this support, we could never be.
I am proud to be a Herald and I am very proud to be
your president.
				—Dave
PS: Tie your shoes on very tight as you view the
following very busy schedule for next year. We will be
moving very fast. And, it will be great fun.

2015 Schedule:
Jan 11..................Installation Banquet
Jan 19..................Guest Night
Feb 13-14...........Singing Valentines
Feb 21.................First United Methodist Church, Dunedin
Mar 24.................Citrus Hills Golf & Country Club, Hernando
Apr 11.................Spring Convention in Orlando
May 9...................Annual Shows at USF
May 10................Palladium, St. Petersburg
May 19................Guest Night
May 29................Tampa/HoH 70th Birthday Party
Jun 27.................Terrace Palms Community Church (TBD)
Jun 28 - Jul 5.....International Convention in Pittsburgh
Sep 19.................Barbershop Spectacular at the Villages
Oct 9....................Fall Convention in Orlando
Oct 17 or 24......Lakeland (Tentative)
Nov......................Chapter Family Picnic (TBD)
Dec 12.................Christmas Shows (Tentative)
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Groupanizer
by Dave Roberts,
President, Tenor

Guy

History
Heralds of Harmony

CORNER

From the

December 2014

by Dave Roberts, President, Tenor
We will begin the year with our new website
on January 1, 2015, as we all switch to the new
version. So now is the time to do some exploring
on the new site, go ahead, we can fix anything you
break. Just click on ‘Members Only’ on the blue bar
from the front page.
Interesting fact – the front page notice of our
website was the source of 40 Christmas sales
tickets as reported by our ticket sales takers. Each
time a sales transaction is made, the question is
asked, “Where did you get your information about
the show?”
An interesting fact – to date, we have had 100,798
accesses to the site and this continues to grow
at well over 1,000 per month. As well as our
members, we see visits from our patrons and a
wide-range of other guests from all over the world.

As you know, our Preferred ticket sales continue to
grow with each show at the USF School of Music
Concert Hall venue, and in meeting with these
patrons before each show, we receive and ask many
questions. I am always surprised at the number
of questions about what goes on behind the
performances of the Heralds. Most are mainly about
the performers and such but occasionally one is a
big surprise.
I always ask if they visit our website and give the
address and receive a lot of ‘head nods’ that they do.
One gentleman said the he spends hours on the site
looking at the history, pictures, etc., while one lady
said she found her father in a thirty year old picture.
It is kind of cool hearing that stuff.

From Christmas Past

by Roxanne Clapp, Editor & Jim Colvin

Thanks to my friend and Herald, Jim Colvin,
I now have a new stock-pile of old photos
from the past! Watch for more in future
issues. I’ve included a small sample from the
behind the scenes at the 2003 Christmas
Show to wet your whistle!
HoH has held the annual Christmas
Celebration since 1997, a tidbit I learned
watching Tony’s video message to the
chorus.
FYI, the camel and the sheep weren’t
actually on the show, but they were
backstage for another show at the
Performing Arts Center.

The Tampa HERALD
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Notes From the Angels
“thank you”

A big, big
to all the volunteers who worked supporting the Heralds of Harmony
“Christmas Celebration” and to all those who donated fruit, veggies and sweet treats. The greatness of
everything coming together for a smooth running ‘show day’ just would not happen without you. Many
thanks to the families who support their Herald in preparation for performance day too! With this day
comes an outstanding introduction to the holiday season in extraordinary tradition with the Heralds
of Harmony! We wish you a very Merry Christmas, a Happy Hanukkah, and safe travels wherever the
holidays may take you. —Dianne Roberts & Roxanne Clapp

Show Staff Volunteers
Medarda Bauer
Vanny Bovino
Roxanne Clapp
Shannon Czwalga
Bryan Hevel
Sheri Matheson
Kaye McCarthy
John Pennington

BE AN ANGEL!

Want to get involved with the Angels’
activities? Contact Dianne Roberts
at dmelford662@aol.com to see
what’s coming up next. The Heralds
encourage involvement from the
entire family, not just the singers on
the risers. All family and friends of the
Heralds are invited and encouraged to
join us!

Beverly Powell
Dianne Roberts
Kimberly Santamaria
David Stenzler
Irene Stenzler
Jennifer Stiles
Felipe Velez

Judy Williams
Thomas Williams
Joan Wunderlin
William "Bill" Wunderlin

If you are interested in taking on any part of
the Angels' show preparation or any event,
please get in touch with Roxanne Clapp or
Dianne Roberts.

Lost & Found
Leave something behind
at the last rehearsal?
Check with the Angels at the next rehearsal. We
collect all left behind items in hopes you’ll retrieve
them sooner or later!
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Rehearsal Note Summary
Active HoH Members, watch your inbox
for weekly rehearsal notes sent out by The
Colonel, Russ Powell.

Rehearsal Notes, November 17, 2014
aBarometric pressure must have affected our rehearsal. Attendance
somewhat lean with an uncharacteristic absence of guests ready to
jump on the risers. The weather does make a difference. Lots of rep’s on
Christmas songs. Great progress on Caroling with KingKong opening
footprint and Silent Night with “ooo” intro instead of quartet. Drummer is
not quite perfect, but is slowly getting better as the result of much needed
dueting. Drew asks a rhetorical question: “When is the best time to get
better?” Only YOU can supply the answer.
aE-Mail. Email is a wonderful way to communicate. As with any privilege,
it does come with cautionary responsibility. Be careful before you press
the send button. Always get prior approval from the chapter leadership
before anything goes out on Active HOH or All HOH!!! Always copy your
chain of command on any email in your section. Electronic communication
is rarely private, so assume that anyone and everyone will see it, as in a
forwarded message or listserve. Always be professional, never personal.
Keep it positive and uplifting just like the messages in our music.
aWinter Wonderland. Just the LEADS on “But” in ms 38. This is a LEADONLY pickup. All other parts are breathing in preparation for ms 39, “you
can do....”
aDrummer. This is all about stacking the chord. There is a somewhat
randomness to the stacking, but there is also a pattern. For example, the
tenor pattern on the first page is 5-1, 5-1, 3. In ms 22, 29, and 33: 3-5-1. In
ms 47 and 53: 5-7-1. In ms 72: 1-3-5-5-5-1.
a“Pistachio.”This note is probably more for the tenors and baritones since
they are constantly moving in and out of their “passage” or break register
or bridge (Passaggio) as they ascend and descend the scale from falsetto
to regular voice. Accelerate through the “pistachio”with more air as quickly
as possible. Have more direction in the air. Don’t think of it as a small spot,
but an area that requires lots of air and lift as you accelerate through it.
aNext week’s rehearsal on Monday, Nov. 24 begins at 6:30 pm and will
probably end early. Prepare all 14 songs with emphasis on Santa, Drummer,
Believe, Angels, and Silent with new intro and VLQ in tag. Quarteting may
be a possibility on Drummer.

Rehearsal Notes, November 24, 2014
aWe had some great moments in our singing, and a surprise cake in
celebration of Tony’s birthday. Show preparation continues with greater
urgency. Tony reminds us that we can’t be “careful” in our singing. Need
to take big risks with your sound, but channel your aggressive
attitude into your accomplished singing technique.
aSound Expansion: Show opener (Caroling) has good, bright sound with
lots of lift, ring, ping, and locked chords resonating the upper harmonics
which causes the sound to expand and our scores to rise heavenward. The

second song (Winter Wonderland) is still being sung the old way with less
technique, less forward positioning and less lift. We need more sound
expansion in ‘Winter’ to make it comparable to our show opener. Lots of
height, lots of lift and loft, plenty of open space and plenty of forward
place.
aRE=2: “RE” ( pronounced “ray” as in Do-Re-Mi) is the second scale
degree in the scale. It is hard to tune and often sung on the flat side of the
pitch. Context: In the song “O Come All Ye Faithful,” the note on the word
‘faithful’ is the second scale degree or “RE.” With plenty of lift and good ear
training to hear the interval, “RE” will become easier to tune and match.
Another context: In ‘Winter Wonderland,’ on the passage, “Over the
ground lies a mantle of white,” on the word ‘white,’ the Basses are singing
the second scale degree (RE) in the key. Needs plenty of lift. Keep on the
shiny side of the pitch.
aWord of the day: Antiphonal. Two choirs singing in interaction together,
as in call-and-response singing. If you are singing the antiphonal part
(Group 2) in the tag on “O Come All Ye Faithful,” sing with more confidence
so you can be heard. Our audience needs to hear both choirs.
aDecember 7 - Sun City Center Show, and December 9 - Fox 13. Can we
expect you to attend? Please let us know ... we rehearse to be ready for
performance opportunities. Here they are ... :-)
aHappy Thanksgiving. We have much to be thankful for with our growing
organization. Thankful for our dedicated membership and leaders who
give so much of their time to move us all along. Enjoy the holiday!
Next rehearsal Monday, Dec.1. Review all 14 songs to keep them fresh
and lifted.

Rehearsal Notes, Dec. 1, 2014.
aWe continued to make great strides in our show preparation with our
assistant directors in Tony’s absence. Drew and Chris did an outstanding
job running the show program. As we did a gut-check assessment of our
show readiness, we discovered that improvements could be made with
continued review, preparation, and always more PRESENTATION.
aBODY LANGUAGE: Express yourself gradually and deliberately, starting
with flexed knee (semi-squatted McFarlane style) and blossoming larger
through your core triangle as you capture the moment or emotion. Give
yourself room to grow. Grow the move like you are in quicksand, tar, or
molasses. Make it a molasses press. Reset, then repeat a similar move in
the next passage as you progress through the song. Never stop expressing
yourself with your body; always pressing through your core, supported by
dynamic leg action, nose painting and facial engagement as you invite
the audience “IN” to feel the moment.
aSING ACROSS THE GLASS: Visualize a constant air stream across a plate
of glass with the music on top. This imagery should help us smooth out
choppy singing in such songs as “Joy to the World.” Keep the air going
across the glass with the music on top of the glass as the air moves
steadily and freely forward. This may also help us to produce a more
unified sound and reduce gang singing or individual voices sticking out.
Be aware of who has the melody and sing the melody confidently with the

(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)

Rehearsal Note Summary
right sound production.
aTAKE THE TEST!! TAKE THE CHALLENGE!! Drew implores us to
always strive to do better. Always Perform! Get Involved with the
music. Breathe the vowel! What face goes with that vowel? Have to
be “ON” all the time. Make those $.37 cent moments into $3700 dollar
moments! Stay passionate! Bring the audience “IN.” Never turn off your
PRESENTATION! Stay focused, remain in the moment and avoid taking
breaks or browning out in the middle of the song even when you are
doing a backup “ooo” or “ah.” Stay with the song and the song’s message
and always try to engage the audience. Look happy, acknowledge the
audience. Take the applause. Smile and be proud!
aSunday, Dec. 7: Chorus call 12 Noon, Sunday. Sun City Center - 1910
South Pebble Beach Blvd. Start hydrating on Saturday, the day before the
performance. Bring tux with red tie, black vest, Christmas semi-formal
pants with solid colored shirt and snacks. Thanks to Casey Jones for riser
hauling. This will be a great show with an enthusiastic and appreciative
audience.

Rehearsal Notes, Dec. 8, 2014
a Awesome rehearsal as we ramp up to showtime. Focus, focus, focus.
Focus our sound, focus our energy, focus our attention during these twohour shows. Always “Pre-Sen-Tate.” Tony conducted final run-throughs
and fixed several trouble spots. Officer installation banquet announced
for Sunday, Jan 11. Thanks to the Angels for cookies.
a Herald’s Song Order - (First half = 6): Caroling, Winter .... Jingle Bells,
“Believe”.... Santa, Secret ...... Intermission

Get Your HoH Gear Here!

HoH Logo Gear

..... (Second half = 8): Emmanuel, Faithful .... Angels, Birthday .... Drummer,
Do You Hear ..... Silent, Joy, Reprise.
a KNOW THE HOOK: Got to know the full melody line and the true
meaning of the lyrical message even if your part is primarily backup “Ooo’s”
and “Ah’s.” This is the only way to remain fully engaged in the emotional
message of the song and be a part of the emotional impact as it unfolds
and is delivered.
a Breathe the VOWEL: Good start requires two things: What is your note?
What is the first word? Breathe the vowel of the first word. Shape your
mouth around the first vowel as you take a breath on the start. Prepare
mentally and physically.
a“BOHM” and “POHM” for Basses: In ‘Do you hear,’ change “BUM” to
“BOHM.” Gives better resonance. In ‘Drummer Boy,’ change: “PUM” to
“POHM.” More resonance, more posture.
a Good Vocal Production: Plenty of lift and inside space!!! Forward
positioning with abundance of air moving the sound. Aggressive air.
Let the air win, not the muscle. Relax the throat. Good vocal production
will help to create unified sound by matching our approach without the
distraction of individual voices.
a Saturday Show Day: Chorus call 10:30 a.m. in dressing room. Deposit
uniform. Bring tux with black vest and red tie and pocket square. Solid
colored shirt with black slacks. Lunch or snacks. Hydrate. Get situated
then report to choral warm-up room 11:00 a.m.
Tony reminds us to be the gracious host to our audience and our
Jacksonville brothers. On stage, smile. Smile like crazy, sell the moment.
Have fun!

And Get Barbershop
Merchandise at

www.harmonymarketplace.com
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REMEMBERING KEN ROHRS
by Lee Frayer
You all remember the thunderous Bass voice
ringing from the chorus and local quartets. I’m
so sad to say it’s over. My dear friend Ken Rohrs
has passed away with leukemia. He had lost a lot
of weight but didn’t bother to go to the doctor.
(That was his way.) When He finally started to
feel real bad and lost strength, he made an
appointment to see a doctor, but before he
could even get in to the doctor's office he felt
bad enough to go into the hospital where they
immediately sent him to hospice; just a couple
of days and he passed away. I will so much miss
singing with him and traveling around with
him to performances. We spent a lot of years
together in barbershopping and I’m sad that it’s
over. He loved to sing and was one of the best
bass singers around.
God bless you Ken.

s

December 2014

Try to make at
least three people
smile each day.

Director Search
for The Anona Gospel Chordsmen
The Anona Gospel Chordsmen is a Christian-driven mens barbershop chorus consisting of about
25 men, some are members from Suncoast Chorus & Heralds of Harmony, others are non BHS
members, learning 4 part harmony. We meet at Anona church in Indian Rocks Beach, Tuesdays from
1 to 3 p.m. Our founder and director, Doug Moland, needs to step down after five years and we need
a new leader. If you would like to explore this possibility as our new director, please respond to this
email or call me at 267-664-0874. Yours in Harmony, Bill Kendig

PUN OF THE MONTH

Cryptographers make terrible drummers. They just sit there, fascinated by all the cymbals.
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Attendance Report

Thank You

to those that contributed to
this edition of The Herald.

The Heralds of Harmony
is a non-profit 501 (c)(3) corporation
and receives regular public funding through grants
from The Florida Division of Cultural Affairs,
The Arts Council of Hillsborough County, and
Walmart; as well as employee matching programs
at Verizon and Honeywell.

The following individuals had
PERFECT ATTENDANCE
for all rehearsals in the month of November
Charlie Barbarisi
Chris Barthauer
Alexander Boltenko
Matt Crisostomo
Dave Cross
Tony De Rosa
Dan Deignan
Christian Espinoza
Terry Garvin
Bill Glasgow
Marty Jahnel
Steve Janes
Al Kelly BM
Andrew Kirkman
Christopher Kline
Dave Larson
Joe McCarthy BM
Richard Murbach
Nick Nicosia
Marty Port
Russ Powell
David Roberts BM
Rod Rodrigues
John Santamaria
Andrew Schrader
Dick Sipple BM
Lee Sobania
Keith Starks
Chuck Steiner BM
Steve Stenzler BM
Paul Stiles
(This is reported on Groupanizer. Your attendance not what
you recall? Be sure to check your attendance on Groupanizer
from time to time!)
BM = also attended Board Meeting

Deadline for the next Herald is January 10.
Submit photos, stories, updates and ideas to the Editor, Roxanne Clapp, at
Rox@rox-c.com
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The Healthy Herald
by Dan McFarlane, Tenor

Defining Physical Fitness
In the first of this three-part series on physical fitness, I discussed
the need for a clear definition of ‘physical fitness.’ It is essential
to have a clear understanding of physical fitness in order to
formulate an exercise strategy that allows us to reach our goal.
Traditional definitions of physical fitness generally focus on the
need for three things: Strength, flexibility and endurance. This
implies three distinct exercise routines. Needing to do three
distinct exercise routines is not helpful in our desire to achieve
physical fitness. The true test of a fitness and exercise strategy is
whether it is comprehensive and universal. Does it meet all the
needs of our musculoskeletal system? Can everyone use it and
benefit? Most exercise routines and philosophies fall short of
being comprehensive and universal. To be comprehensive, an
exercise program should address strength, flexibility, endurance
and balance. But there is one more aspect of physical fitness
that our exercise program should contain and that is providing
therapeutic healing.
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I contend that we should think of our physical fitness from a
functional perspective rather than an athletic perspective. If
we accept this premise, then it makes sense to look at where
and how our functional mobility arises and what is needed to
maintain and support our functional mobility. This leads us to
very simple and yet profound understanding and definition
of what physical fitness really is all about. It all comes down to
mobility.
Through understanding the concept of mobility, you will
understand what physical fitness really is…and how to get
it and keep it. The concept of mobility is both the ultimate
measure of physical fitness and a strategy for getting it. It is in
the quality and quantity of our mobility that we can measure
our physical fitness. It is immediately obvious, a person who is
highly mobile is highly fit and a person who has poor mobility has
poor fitness.

The musculoskeletal system is the primary part of our body that
we use during exercise. The three main parts of the MS system
are bones, muscles and joints. Exercise generally focuses on
muscles. To be comprehensive and therapeutic, our exercise
program should address the biological needs of the joints. Joints
are by far the most vulnerable part of the MS system. Bones and
muscles have a good blood supply and generally heal themselves
after injury. The interior space of our joints lacks a blood supply.
Therefore, when joints are injured, it can be a much more serious
and chronic issue. To focus on muscles at the exclusion of joints
sets us up for potential failure.

You might be surprised to learn that most of what we need
to know about our mobility and how to keep it comes from
observing and analyzing the developmental activities of infants.
I recall a story about a very fit athletic guy who was playing with
his young child. The dad was a professional football player. The
icon of modern day physical fitness. A guy who has certainly seen
his share of gyms and barbells. The young father decided that he
is going to get on the floor with his young son and do everything
the child is doing, mimic all his movements. Much to his surprise,
the young Dad didn’t last very long. The little child went crawling
away to another adventure leaving his muscle bound Daddy lying
motionless on his back …exhausted! The message here is that
as infants and toddlers, we once practiced what it took to defy
gravity and become very physically fit and highly mobile, we just
stopped practicing. The seemingly random movements of the
infant/toddler are actually a very predictable and progressive set
of functional mobility exercises designed to create a very fit little
human being. I call these early childhood exercises ‘fundamental
mobility skills.'

By making our exercise program ‘joint-centric,’ we will provide for
the biological needs of our joints while at the same time taking
care of our muscles and bones. Too often, a well intentioned
exercise program results in injury to a joint. The result is generally
termination of most, if not all, optional physical activity. In
developing an exercise program that is universal (appropriate
for everyone) and comprehensive (addresses strength, flexibility,
balance, endurance and therapeutic healing), it is important
to think in the most organic and holistic way possible. In other
words, what is the essence of physical fitness? Where is the
fundamental definition and understanding of what it means to
be physically fit?

Through my physical therapy practice, as well as independent
study, I have developed a home based fitness program designed
around the concept of practicing a set of 20 fundamental
mobility skill exercises. These 20 exercises are the foundation of
our mobility. I practice each mobility skill for 30 seconds each
day. The total time for my daily mobility based exercise routine
is 10 minutes = 20 exercises x 30 seconds each. That’s it! Ten
minutes per day, at home with practically no equipment and
each exercise can be modified for the skill level of the individual. I
have been practicing this system faithfully for about 3 years. It has
allowed me to improve my overall fitness level in very observable
ways. As I approach my 65th birthday, I may not be able to do
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Continued from previous page

The Health Herald
Defining Physical Fitness
anything about my hair falling out and my eyesight diminishing,
but I know for certain that I have a practical, convenient,
effective and sustainable way to maintain my mobility and with
it, my strength, flexibility, balance and endurance.
So stop worrying about how big your muscles are, how flat your
stomach is or how far you can run and start paying attention
to health of your joints and the foundation of your mobility. As
you begin to think analytically and take inventory of the quality
and quantity of your personal mobility, it will truly lead you
down a pathway toward a type of physical fitness that will be
meaningful and sustainable.
The third and final part of this series will focus on the 20
fundamental mobility skills that are the foundation of our
mobility and physical fitness.

Upcoming Birthdays
Danny Wunderlin...... 12/29
Ralph Kleinlein............ 12/30
John Alexander.......... 12/31
Wm. Patrick Bauer..... 12/31
Louis Wurmnest.............. 1/4
Jerry Tobin......................... 1/4
Dan Smith......................... 1/4
Bill Kendig.......................1/13
George Gipp...................1/14
Kent McClean.................1/14
Jerry Anton.....................1/16

2015
Board of directors:
President
Dave Roberts
Immediate Past President
Larry Clapp
Secretary
Brian Wunderlin
Treasurer
Al Kelly
Vice President
Music & Performance
Chuck Steiner, III

Vice President
Financial Development
To Be Announced

Vice President
Chapter Development
Steve Cragg

Vice President
Marketing & PR
Steve Matheson

Vice President
Events
Dick Sipple

Vice President
Performance Marketing
John Pennington

Ed McKenzie

Board Members at Large
• Danny Wunderlin • Ralph Brown

Healthy Tip
Drink green tea and plenty of
water. Eat blueberries, broccoli,
and almonds.
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FRIENDS OF THE HERALDS

“Friends of the Heralds,” is a
fund-raising program to assist in
augmenting our mission, that of
promoting the barbershop style
of singing in the Tampa Bay area.

The Heralds of Harmony is a nonprofit organization supported by
performances and special events
throughout the year; which, in
turn, help to support youth vocal
workshops and other educational
programs. Like many other
non-profit organizations in the
arts, we have seen a significant
decrease in revenues from grants.
To counter this issue, we decided
to reach out to our barbershop
family. To initiate our Friends
of the Heralds (FOH) Program,
we contacted current and former
Heralds, family members, friends
and fans. Our initial effort
was very well received and has
already impacted our activities.
If you would like to help in our
endeavor with a contribution,
please fill out a card available in
our lobby and give to any Herald
or volunteer, or contact Marty
Port at martinport519@gmail.
com or call him at 813-748-4554.
We wish to thank the donors listed
on this page for their generous

contributions in 2014.
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PRESIDENTIAL
$1,000 and up

Charlie and Cindy Barbarisi
Larry and Roxanne Clapp
Tony and Jodi De Rosa
Marty and Barbara Port

Dave and Dianne Roberts
John and Kimberly Santamaria
Steve and Irene Stenzler
Paul and Jenny Stiles

PLATINUM
$500 to $999
Alexander and Tatiana Boltenko
Steve and Sheri Matheson
Ralph and Chris Brown
Russ and Beverly Powell
Terry and Emily Garvin
Mark and Karen Tuttle
Bob and Jane Lang
GOLD
$250 to $499
Matt Crisostomo
Stephen Janes
and Shannon Czwalga
Ed McKenzie
Greg and Donna Garvin
Sandra Roth
Bill and Carolyn Glasgow Ray and Pam Scalise

Dan and Marcia Deignan
David and Marlene Cross
Al and Julie Kelly
Don and Dana Long

Myra Dickens
Marty Jahnel
and Mary Fleming
Rob Hargen
Bryan Hevel
Lynn Hineman
Brian Hutchison
and Lancya Lansdowne

SILVER
$100 to $249
Joe and Kaye McCarthy
Richard and Susan Murbach
Nick and Irene Nicosia
Ken and Barbara Ongemach

Lee and Bonnie Sobania
Jerry and Linda Tobin
Tom and Judy Williams

Bob and Shauvon Powell
Bob and Amy Slaney
Bill and Joan Wunderlin
Lou and Carol Wurmnest

BRONZE
up to $99
David Larson
Chris and Amy Rodgers
Louis Markee
Dick and Liz Sipple
Flora McClain
Lynn Smith
Edna Nastasy
Keith and Rhonda Starks
Charles and Linda Nelson
Chuck Steiner
Margaret Newton
Bill Weatherford
Bill and Linda Phipps
Brian and Diane Wunderlin
Samuel Port
Anonymous
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Tampa Chapter 2014 Officers
and Board of Directors
PRESIDENT
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
Larry Clapp
Larry@theclapp.org
TREASURER
Al Kelly
AKelly05@verizon.net
SECRETARY
Brian Wunderlin
wunder@tampabay.rr.com
VICE PRESIDENT - MUSIC & PERFORMANCE
Chuck Steiner
AL13champs@aol.com
VICE PRESIDENT - EVENTS
Dick Sipple
wsipple372@aol.com
VICE PRESIDENT - CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT
Bryan Hevel
bryan.hevel@verizon.net
VICE PRESIDENT - MARKETING & PR
Steve Matheson
smatheson@bkwmc.com
VICE PRESIDENT - FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Steve Stenzler
Stephen.stenzler@me.com
VICE PRESIDENT - PERFORMANCE MARKETING
John Pennington
jppennington@comcast.net
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘16)
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘15)
Steve Cragg
donutcop@gmail.com
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘14)
Joe McCarthy
jandkmccarthy@gmail.com
MUSIC DIRECTOR
Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Chris Barthauer • cbarthauer@gmail.com

A
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OUR MISSION

The Tampa Bay Heralds of Harmony Chorus and quartets seek to
preserve and further develop the barbershop style of a cappella singing
through musical excellence and through frequent public performances
for the broadest possible spectrum of West Central Florida audiences,
and to contribute to the cultural development of the community
through responsible public service.

SECTION LEADERS & GO-TO GUYS
Tenor Section Leader
Lead Co-Section Leaders
Baritone Section Leader
Bass Section Leader

Russ Powell
Steve Cragg
Andy Schrader
Chris Barthauer
Pat Bauer

russ5000@hotmail.com
donutcop@gmail.com
andrew@schradermusic.com
cbarthauer@gmail.com
wmpbauer@verizon.net

Need HoH information or assistance re:
“FINALE” Music Software:
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
Rehearsal Videos:
Brian Wunderlin wunder@tampabay.rr.com
Choreo:
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com
Music Librarian:
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
Chorus Membership:
Bryan Hevel
bryan.hevel@verizon.net
Uniform Coordinator:
Matt Crisostomo musicbringslife2013@outlook.com
E-Newsletter Content:
Roxanne Clapp
rox@rox-c.com
Website Content/Groupanizer Admin: Dave Roberts daver1103@aol.com
Groupanizer Administrator for Qualifications and Record-Keeping
Joe McCarthy
jandkmccarthy@gmail.com

727-505-2095
727-953-6484
813-785-4697
727-505-2095
727-410-7598
727-259-3058
813-994-4380
813-546-8953
727-798-1361

HELPFUL LINKS...
Heralds of Harmony (HoH) • www.heraldsofharmony.org
Heralds of Harmony on Facebook • Heralds of Harmony
Heralds of Harmony on Twitter • TampaHoH
Sunshine District (& Sunburst)• www.sunshinedistrict.org
Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS) or (SPEBSQSA) • www.barbershop.org
HarmonetLite • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HarmonetLite
The original Harmonet •http://groups.yahoo.com/group/bbshop
Finale Reader Software •www.finalemusic.com/reader/

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE
to the Heralds of Harmony email list, send your email request to:
larry@theclapp.org

© Heralds of Harmony. Information and artwork in this
bulletin can not be reproduced
without the written permission of the Heralds of Harmony.

